A Tiger’s Tale
The turbulent entry of Tiger Airways into the Australian Domestic Airlines Market
A case study in International Marketing

Executive summary
Tiger entered the Australian Domestic Airline market without fully appreciating the peculiarities of that
market.
In Australia Tiger was exposed to 4 main issues:
1. Lack of knowledge/experience with Australian aviation and corporate regulations
2. Lack of knowledge regarding nuances in Australian culture, particularly in service
expectations and promotion.
3. Inexperience with the way of doing business in Australia, particularly in regards to the size of
the available market and in Tiger’s application of Asian business practice in Australia.
4. Difficulties in creating financial viability given the market maturity and other
economic/demographic conditions in Australia.
These 4 areas combined to create trading conditions that became increasingly hostile to the Tiger
Airways business model.
For Tiger to turn around its fortunes in Australia key recommendations include:
1. Improve service offerings to Australian expectations without sacrificing cost-leadership. This
may seem self-contradictory and therefore impossible. However, Virgin boss, Richard
Branson has urged Virgin Australia to do just this – to improve service quality and maintain
reasonably low costs, or in Branson’s own words, “Go out there and achieve the impossible.”
This is one of Tiger’s direct competitors speaking and so represents what Tiger is up against
in Australia. Tiger has to match the cost-service performance of JetStar and to a lesser
extent, Virgin, in order to compete in the Australian market.
2. Rationalise unprofitable routes – or find a way to make those routes profitable. Tiger has
been flying low-patronage routes too frequently. Tiger needs to tap into whatever market
exists for such routes at a frequency that will turn a profit. Tiger did in fact, retire a number
of unprofitable routes in 2011, during its enforced grounding. There may be a Public
Relations backlash to this that could outweigh the cost-savings benefit. Far better to find
ways in which these less-than populated routes can be serviced at a profit, through cost
leadership. These routes may be able to create uncontested operational space for Tiger, with
competitors not being interested in these routes, despite their being a certain amount of
latent demand.
3. Engage a local promotional and/or Public Relations consultancy to navigate Tiger through
the Australian promotional and PR minefield that is currently creating difficulties. Such a
consultancy also needs to advise Tiger how to best capitalise on any PR problems other
airlines may be having.
4. Become fully conversant and fully compliant with all Australian aviation and trade practices
regulations. Proper compliance will reduce the opportunities for Tiger’s competitors to make
PR mileage out of Tiger’s woes.
5. Increase vigilance in areas of aircraft maintenance, servicing and fatigue, to tangibly improve
Tiger’s attendance to safety issues, which will also reduce competitor’s opportunities for PR
mileage at Tiger’s expense.
6. Investigate expansion in the business area of freight which provides much higher margins
than passenger carriage.

Timeline of Tiger’s entry into the Australian market

Larger version in Appendix 8
Tiger’s business history prior to entry the Australian market was one of continued success. The
airline commenced operations in South East Asia, including flights to and from Australia, in 2003. Up
until its entry into the Australian Domestic Airline market in 2007, Tiger showed consistent profit
and continual growth both in passenger numbers and routes serviced.
One highlight was Tiger winning the title of Asia’s Low Cost Airline of the Year in 2006, being the
region’s most ‘on-time’ airline.
Upon entering Australia, Tiger made its home-base in Melbourne, followed by a second base in
Adelaide in 2008. In 2009, Tiger commenced service in one of the world’s busiest air corridors,
Sydney to Melbourne.
In September 2009, Tiger celebrated 5 years operation in Asia, with its 10 millionth passenger.
In 2010, Tiger opened a new base in Avalon, near Melbourne. However, despite posting consistent
profits in Asia, Tiger was unable to get its Australian operation to perform on the balance sheet. This
was in spite of the airline overtaking Virgin Blue/Australia in passenger numbers.
All airlines suffered in Australia at this time due to the global recession, the high Australian dollar,
increasing fuel prices and natural weather disasters across the country.
However, Tiger suffered more than most due to its small fleet being spread across too many
underperforming routes. In 2011, in an attempt to cut costs at every opportunity, Tiger fell foul of
CASA regulations in a number of operational areas. After repeated warnings, CASA eventually
grounded the airline for six weeks, creating a fiscal shortfall for the 2011/12 financial year.
In response, Tiger has appointed former Virgin Blue CEO, Andrew David, in the hope that his
experience in Australian market will help Tiger come to terms with the difficulties they have been
struggling with in its Australian operation.

Tiger Airways Business Strategy in Australia
Tiger’s corporate motto is ‘Fly Cheaper’.
Having entered the Australian market in 2007, Tiger’s parent corporation Singapore Airlines has
reduced its original 49% stake in the company to 33%. Tiger has transferred its South East Asia
oriented business model directly to the Australian market.
Tiger’s strategy is to attract increasing numbers of passengers on highly selective routes through
lowering prices via lowering costs. The strategy relies on the steady growth figures displayed by the
Australian domestic airline industry over a significant length of recent history.
However, this growth may have reached saturation point, especially in the budget sector, three
airlines operating in that sector. It is estimated that Tiger’s share of the Australian domestic airtravel market is somewhere between 1.51 to 4.9%. (IBIS, 2011.) Tiger made its Australian base at
Melbourne’s Tullamarine Airport, although it also flies in and out of Melbourne’s Avalon airport. It
also set up another virtual base at Sydney airport, dumping its policy of avoiding expensive airports
when it decided to contest the lucrative but intensely competitive Sydney to Melbourne route.
Tiger now operates a fleet of 10 Airbus A320-200s across 13 routes. These aircraft are also quite
viable as freight carriers, providing a second revenue stream which could be expanded with better
promotion.
Whilst Tiger offers the lowest ticket price, it also derives a large portion of additional revenue from
charging for services that are offered free by competitors. For example, luggage upsizing, seat
selection, and reservation changes all incur extra charges. Tiger estimates that these extra charges
are worth an average of $60-90 per passenger. (Sandilands, 2011.) Tiger is one of only 2 airlines in
the world to charge a $20 service fee for check-in not conducted via the web. In 2010, Tiger
introduced “Stripes” club membership which offers early access to low price fares rather than
rewarding loyalty. Stripes membership also attracts a fee - $29.95 per annum.
Tiger also pursues tight operational cost control. Central to this is Tiger’s use of 10 fuel-efficient
A320-200s and high selectivity of routes.
This philosophy of limited services combined with a consistently lower on-time arrival/departure
percentage and a higher level of service cancellations has positioned Tiger as least preferred airline
among Australian consumers. This will have been exacerbated by Tiger’s grounding by CASA in July
2011 for repeated altitude violations. The grounding has cost Tiger $12 million in labour, lease, and
parking costs, $13.7 million in sales, and $1.4M in ancillary revenues. This adds to the airline's $18
million Australian operations loss for first quarter 2011. (Heasley, 2011) During its enforced hiatus
Tiger also appears to have quietly dropped routes to Alice Springs, Darwin, Canberra, Cairns, Hobart,
Mackay, Melbourne (Avalon), Rockhampton and Sunshine Coast
Some industry experts viewed Singapore Airline’s support of Tiger as pay-back for Jetstar entering
the Singapore market. However Singapore Airline’s alliance with Virgin, its plans to enter Australia in
2012, and its reduction of its original stake in Tiger, make Tiger’s role less certain in Singapore
Airline’s overall strategy less certain.
Any exit from the Australian market would come at considerable cost, with the majority of Tiger’s
fleet under 12 year leases, meaning Singapore Air would be obligated to meet these costs, estimated
at several million dollars per aircraft, along with any outstanding tax obligations. It is estimated that
Tiger has already run up accumulated losses of $80 million since 2007.2
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Tiger would face huge costs if it quit Australia, Matt O’Sullivan, July 11th 2011 Sydney Morning Herald

Porters Nine Forces Analysis

(larger version appendix 9)
Competitive rivalry in the Australian Airline industry is intense. This intensity is increased mostly by
the small size of the available market. As of 2010, four carriers vie for around 106,000,000 passenger
seat utilisations per year.3 The budget end of the market has been expanded probably to close to its
limit by Virgin and JetStar. Inter-firm rivalry has seen Virgin move away from the low-cost/low-price
model in recent years, leaving JetStar to reap most of the available profitability from the budget
travel market.

Industry PESTEL Analysis
Tiger entered the Australian market on the back of liberalised airline ownership legislation and
Virgin’s marketing moves away from budget travel. Tiger saw these two new conditions as
opportunities to capture a profitable portion of the low-price holiday travel market, as they had
done in South East Asia.
Australia also looked like an attractive market with a strong economy, in many ways insulated from
economic fluctuations in other parts of the world.
The PESTEL analysis in Appendix 3A does highlight however, a number of warning signals for Tiger
and its business model:
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Political:
The threat of an additional tax through a carbon reduction scheme would inevitably drive up
operating costs and ticket prices, both of which are contrary to Tiger’s business model. The
increased operating costs would also put pressure on Tiger to reduce services and increase
secondary or ‘hidden’ charges to passengers, which is contrary to consumer expectations in
the Australian market.
Economic:
Numerous economic pressures would impact on Tiger’s viability. The historic volatility in fuel
prices should have signalled to the airline that prices would inevitably rise at some stage
impacting the low-cost model and therefore profitability.
The erosion of domestic disposable income and generally dampened consumer confidence
are also part of normal economic cycles. These factors reduce demand for domestic air
travel but also present a marketing opportunity for a cut-price offering as consumers seek
out the best value-for-money travel options.
The upward trend of the Australian dollar reduced in-bound tourism to Australia, affecting
the demand for connective air travel for international visitors.
At the same time, Tiger’s desire to penetrate this new market against a strong incumbent
like JetStar, meant that through both general market forces and Tiger’s own marketing
strategies, there would be strong downward pressure on airfares.
Tiger gambled that it could out-sustain JetStar on highly discounted fares without pushing its
losses into an unmanageable zone.
Social:
Socially, Tiger was confronted in Australia with a general public attitude predicated on the
phenomenon of conspicuous consumption particularly among younger generations, but also
throughout the Baby Boomer demography, who had learned over time, to expect
reasonable levels of service even from budget offerings. The general public in Australia was
also becoming increasingly educated on general service quality and consumer advocacy, not
just in the air travel sector. All these pervasive market attitudes in comparatively affluent
Australia, worked against the Tiger offering. Once the Australian public had sampled Tiger’s
service and found it wanting, there was very little in the Tiger Airways service that remained
attractive to any sizeable segment of the Australian market. Tiger’s ability to reach a critical
mass of loyal users and promoters was severely hampered by its business model because it
did not lend itself to aspirational conspicuous consumption, nor any appeal to value-formoney service.
Technological:
There is a constant need in all industries to continually improve technology to keep pace
with ever-increasing customer expectations. Technology can also drive down costs in
delivering better services. However, Tiger has generally been using technology to drive

reasons to charge customers extra. For example, the introduction of online booking and
check-in has been used by Tiger as an excuse to charge for at-counter face-to-face booking
and check-in. This works against Tiger attracting a significant portion of the low-price
market: the portion that is less than internet-savvy.
Environmental:
Government and community concern over carbon footprint, noise pollution and other
negative ecological impacts from domestic airline operations has led to increased scrutiny
and additional compliance costs for the industry.
Legal:
Tiger has struggled to come to terms with Australia’s stricter aviation regulations and
corporate law, something they were not used to in South East Asia. Areas of greatest
concern were centred on low altitude flying, pilot training, maintenance of aircraft and
corporate regulations concerning promotional pricing.
In retrospect, it seems Tiger entered the Australian market without putting in place sufficiently
effective contingency strategies for these negative PESTEL factors.

Main International Marketing Issues:
By transposing its business model directly from South East Asia to Australia, without first engaging in
host-market adjustments, Tiger has encountered a number of difficulties which fall broadly into the
following categories:
1. Regulatory

2. Social

3. Financial. To examine these categories one at a time:

1. Regulatory issues
Because the main pillar of Tiger’s business model is cost control, the airline has felt great pressure
to keep outgoings to a minimum. This has led Tiger to seek cost leadership through hard economies
in operational areas that bring it to the attention of the Australian regulator, CASA. In 2011, CASA
served warning notices on Tiger Airways in the operational area of pilot training:4
“Captain Richard Woodward from the Australian and International Pilots Association says there are concerns
about standards slipping across the industry. ‘Pilot training is quite expensive and like all these things, when
you're cutting costs or building a low-cost carrier, you look at every cost’.”

The airline has also been served warning notices for substandard aircraft maintenance5 and low
flying.6 All these warnings are a result of Tiger cost-cutting in areas where regulation in Singapore is
less stringent than in Australia.
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As an example, when CASA grounded Tiger for safety breaches in Australia, Tiger was continued
permission to fly out of Australia into South East Asia.7 It seems that low altitude approaches to
airports are commonplace in various places around the world, yet resulted in the CASA grounding in
Australia.8
Furthermore, Tiger appeared to blunder in marketing when offering $1 and $2 fares on its first two
birthdays. Purchasers were charged numerous hidden ‘extra’ fees and subsequently accused Tiger
of false and misleading advertising. The Airline again came to the attention of marketing regulators
when it was selling tickets while grounded:9
“The budget airline was warned by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission last week that it
faced multiple million-dollar fines for misleading and deceptive conduct if it continued to sell tickets without
telling customers that the flights they were booked on might not occur … Last week Mr Samuel said he had been
‘‘bewildered’’ there was no tangible evidence that Tiger was heeding his warnings about its legal obligations.”

2. Socio-cultural issues
Customer Expectations
Customer expectations in Australia are completely different to customer expectation in South East
Asia. These differing expectations are expressed in the following market phenomena:
Maturity of Market – the service thresholds are different in the two markets. Because of the
relatively recent advent of working class access to air travel in South East Asia, passengers are more
willing to accept poor levels of service, especially since the alternatives – road and rail – are
extremely poor. In Australia, road travel is still a viable alternative. Also, the Australian working class
have in fact been exposed to air travel for some time. So they therefore have a higher expectation of
what air travel offers.
Email complaints – Tiger has no offices in Australia to log a complaint. If an Australian passenger
wishes to send a complaint, they must send a letter or email to Singapore. Australian consumers find
this unsatisfactory.
Hidden costs – in South East Asia, passengers are not as exposed to the hidden costs of the airline, as
they do not avail themselves of the additional services. In Australia, with a more savvy air travelling
public, the expectation of receiving certain services in the consumption of air travel is higher.
Australian passengers are therefore more likely to want the services which attract an extra charge
on Tiger, but are generally thought of as free in the minds of Australian passengers used to having
such things as non-internet-check-in and baggage check-in all for no charge. Being constantly
required to pay throughout the service experience, is something Australian passengers are not used
to and so they react against it.
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Level of Service – apart from having to pay for every additional service which Australian passengers
are historically used to getting for free, the actual level of service falls below the Australian markets’
accepted threshold. On-time arrival and departure and the frequency of cancellations are just two
issues that Australian passengers tend to be unforgiving of, towards Tiger.
Preliminary 2011 figure show Tiger Airways on-time running figures have drastically reduced and
their cancellations have dramatically increased. Exacerbating Tiger’s figures for 2011 is the ruling by
CASA to ground the airline for around 2 months mid-year. This resulted in blanket cancellations and
the quiet retiring of some routes by Tiger, while the grounding was in force.10
Australian tolerance for extreme low-budget service offering can be seen in the following graph:

Percieved performance
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Perceived performance of critical success factors for each domestic airline: source - BITRE 2011 B
Tiger’s reward program also falls far short of the other airlines and is not attracting the passenger
numbers it anticipated. In general, the rewards are not attractive to Australian consumers.

Logo issues – Tiger in S E Asia Vs Tiger in Australia

The airline’s leaping tiger logo is regarded very differently in each market. In Asia the tiger is seen as
a symbol of strength, power and national pride. In Australia it is seen as a dangerous carnivore. The
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logo also has the tiger in an attack position, all of which carries little ‘feel-good’ emotions for
Australian consumers. The logo would certainly not have the effect in Australia that might be
anticipated from management more used to operating in the Asian market.
Business culture – Tiger seems to have been surprised by the differing business culture attitudes to
‘gentlemanly conduct’ in the two markets. The intense rivalry in the Australian market has produced
some less than polite comments from Tiger’s competitors:
“Jetstar, in particular, has been particularly vocal, with its chief executive Alan Joyce quoted as saying
"Tiger and what they have done have come across as a joke, and will probably continue that way".11
These attitudes from rival CEOs transferred into actual operational difficulties when Qantas refused
to assist Tiger in the same way Singapore had been assisting Qantas in Asia:
“On 23 November 2007, Tiger Airlines publicly slammed Qantas for being unable to provide ground
handling services to the airline at Alice Springs, forcing it to delay its launch to the city by three
months to 1 March 2008. The airline had promised to pay any cost to Qantas, but services were still
denied. Qantas executive general manager John Borghetti responded by saying "assisting
competitors is not part of my job description". Tiger Airways Australia CEO, Tony Davis reminded
Qantas that Tiger's parent, Singapore Airlines, provides ground servicing at Singapore Changi Airport
for both Qantas and Jetstar, and it wasn't unreasonable for Qantas to provide Tiger the ground staff
at Alice Springs Airport.”12
Rival CEOs chided Tiger for not getting their operations sorted out before entering the Australian
market, but it seems that Tiger expected similar treatment as to that given to Qantas in Singapore.
The differing standards of behaviour were a cultural issue Tiger appears not to have anticipated.
3. Financial issues:
In the time that Tiger has been operating in Australia, a number of circumstances have affected the
entire industry. The global recession, high Australian dollar, and adverse weather have created
financial difficulties for all operators. Tiger has noted some as reasons for poor performance.
However, competitors have not faired as badly as Tiger, suggesting other factors as the cause for its
lack of profitability. Because Tiger have more aircraft in the Asian market, their fixed costs per
aircraft are lower than in Australia. Variable costs in Australia are far higher than in South East Asia.
Because of its low-cost/low price model, Tiger is operating on smaller margins than its rivals. So any
industry-wide issue that reduces margins at all, effectively takes a larger portion of Tiger’s profit,
than for its competitors who have a larger buffer available to them in their margin of profitability.
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Tiger is especially exposed because it is trying to spread itself across too many low-passenger longdistance routes with a quarter of the aircraft of its closest rival, JetStar. So Tiger relies on a speed of
turnaround that might be achievable in South East Asia on shorter routes, but is not achievable in
Australia. Tiger also relies on passenger numbers which are not achievable with only 10 planes.
Tiger has also recently invested $8 million in fuel collars for its entire Australian fleet. This will bring
fuel costs down over time, but in the short term has increased their operating costs, when compared
to an annual fuel collar costing of $1million. This was done at the time the airline was grounded. The
grounding was costing the airline an estimated $2million to $4 million a week.

Summary of Tiger’s international marketing issues
Singapore

Australia

Low-flying problemRegulation & legal
Target market
expectations

Appears to be lax application of
low approach regulations
Willing to accept trade-off of
customer standards for
convenience of fast air travel

Size of market in the
ultra-budget psychodemographic
Competition from
alternatives

Huge with available niches for
high number of competitors

Customer reactionMarketing behaviour
problems
Brand & Logo-Culture
problem

Low PR opportunities

More strict application of lowapproach rules
Market resistance to hidden costs
($90 per customer), lack of comfort,
safety issues, on-time and
cancellation issues
Small with 2 incumbent competitors,
both of which protect their market
share aggressively
High rivalry: Reasonably good quality
• Low cost
• Direct competition
• Jetstar & Virgin blue
High PR opportunities

Leaping Tiger = Strength,
power, national pride

Leaping Tiger = Dangerous,
threatening

Present but quite poor quality

In summary, Tiger’s grounding by CASA has focussed attention on Tiger’s difficulties thus far, in
coming to terms with numerous issues of operating in Australia. Many of these issues, as listed
above, either do not exist in the South Asian market, or are regarded with differing importance in
that market.
Many of these issues arise out of Tiger’s desire to position the airline as the cost leader – the
necessity to cut costs in order to make the Tiger model work, seems to be the source of much of its
difficulty in Australia.
The challenge is for Tiger to maintain cost leadership but at the same time lift service offering and
operational performance to a level acceptable to Australian domestic air travellers.

Recommendations
-

Dual strategy – customer-centric services + maintain low costs
Tiger needs to improve its service offerings to Australian expectations without sacrificing costleadership. This may seem self-contradictory and therefore impossible. However, Virgin boss,
Richard Branson has urged Virgin Australia to do just this – to improve service quality and maintain
reasonably low costs, or in Branson’s own words, “Go out there and achieve the impossible.” This is
one of Tiger’s direct competitors speaking and so represents what Tiger is up against in this
enterprise. Tiger has to match the cost-service performance of JetStar and to a lesser extent, Virgin,
in order to compete in the Australian market.

-

Rebranding, reinvigorating image – more in line with Australian market
Tiger Australia should engage a local promotional and/or Public Relations consultancy to navigate
through the Australian promotional minefield that is currently proving problematic. Such a
consultancy also needs to advise Tiger how to best capitalise on any PR problems other airlines may
be having.

-

Rationalise routes – cut unprofitable routes or find ways to make them profitable
Tiger has been flying low-patronage routes too frequently. Tiger needs to tap into whatever market
exists for such routes at a frequency that will turn a profit. Tiger did in fact retire a number of
unprofitable routes in 2011, during its enforced grounding. There may be a Public Relations backlash
to this that could outweigh the cost-savings benefit. Far better to find ways in which these less-than
populated routes can be serviced at a profit, through cost leadership. These routes may be able to
create uncontested operational space for Tiger, with competitors who are not interested in these
routes, despite their being a certain amount of latent demand.

-

Adhere more closely to Australian regulatory standards
Become fully conversant and fully compliant with all Australian aviation and trade practices
regulations. Proper compliance will reduce the opportunities for Tiger’s competitors to make PR
mileage out of Tiger’s woes.
Increase vigilance in areas of aircraft maintenance, servicing and fatigue, to tangibly improve
Tiger’s attendance to safety issues, which will also reduce competitor’s opportunities for PR
mileage at Tiger’s expense.

-
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Appendix 1: Industry overview diagram
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Domestic
Domestic
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An airline performing regular
public transport services and
whose fleet contains
exclusively high capacity
aircraft, defined as aircraft with
more than 38 seats, or with a
payload of more than 4 200 kg.
Composed predominantly, but not
exclusively, of inter-capital routes.

Regional
Regional
•

•

Traditionally been defined as an
airline performing regular public
transport services and whose fleet
contains exclusively low capacity
aircraft (38 seats or less, or with a
payload of 4 200 kg or less
However, in recent years there has
been a trend towards regional
airlines operating much larger
aircraft. The Bureau of Transport
and Regional Economics therefore
defines a regional airline as: An
airline performing regular
public transport services,
primarily servicing regional
centres.
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aerial agriculture, charter
and aerial work.
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gliders, hang gliders
and autogyros.

Appendix 2: Industry overview

Strategic Map 2011
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Fig. 1 Market Niche positioning for Australian Airline Industry
Qantas: Premium offering. Business travel and upper-end consumers targeted. Virgin: Business travel and
high-end tourist targeted. High-quality offering. Mid-range price. .JetStar: Low-price offering. Premium parent
brand (Qantas) increases perceived value. Tiger: Cost-leader ‘no-frills’ position. High revenue stream from
‘user-pay’ policy.

In 2007 when Tiger entered the Australian domestic market, there were already two airlines that
had been battling for the low-price air travel consumer. The introduction of ultra-low fares by Virgin
Blue from 2000, and then JetStar in 2003, had seen an increase in the number of travellers, so that
by 2007 it was doubtful whether budget travel patronage in Australia could be expanded any further
with the introduction of a third airline in that marketing space. In fact, if the contemporary
marketing strategies of Virgin Blue were any gauge to industry thinking on the matter, then it was
clear that the management at Virgin at least, felt there was not room even for two players in the
budget air travel space in Australia, let alone three. Virgin Blue had been attempting to distance
itself from JetStar for some years by increasing services and prices in an attempt to attract more
business class travellers. At the time of Tiger’s entry into the market, Virgin had, by and large,
deserted the budget travel segment.
JetStar was proving itself a profitable venture in budget travel segment. This posed a conundrum for
Tiger. JetStar’s profitability suggested that a low-price model could work well in the Australian
market. However, JetStar’s incumbency meant that Tiger would enter a market where a strong,
cashed-up, well-supported local product could create difficult business conditions for any
competitor. JetStar had forced a well-resourced Virgin Blue to shift in the market. These were signals
to Tiger that trading conditions would not be easy. Given the presence of strong incumbents, could
Tiger carve out its own niche in an already saturated market?

Appendix 3: Industry Analysis – by models (Porters, BCG, Industry Lifecycle, PESTEL)
Porters Nine Forces Analysis - larger version appendix 9

Competitive rivalry in the Australian Airline industry is intense. This intensity is increased mostly by
the small size of the available market. As of 2010, four carriers vie for around 106,000,000 passenger
seat utilisations per year.13 The budget end of the market has been expanded probably to close to its
limit by Virgin and JetStar. Inter-firm rivalry has seen Virgin move away from the low-cost/low-price
model in recent years, leaving JetStar to reap most of the available profitability from the budget
travel market.
The Australian domestic airline industry displays many of the characteristics of what would be
termed on the BCG Matrix as a ‘dog’ industry. 14

Boston Consulting Group Matrix
13

Comparing Airline Network Structures: The Case of Australia. Wittmer & Beritelli. 2010. University of St
Gallen. Switzerland.
14
www.netmba.com/strategy/matrix/bcg

There is huge capital required to enter the industry, high barriers to exit, very high fixed costs, high
variable costs, only average margins in the core business (passenger carriage), uncertain industry
growth – tending towards low - and relatively low switching costs for consumers. There is also only a
small market share available to new entrants due to the dominance of Qantas/JetStar – 65% to
73.5% of market share15 and Virgin – 17% to 20% share.
Virgin Blue entered the market in 2000 on the back of Ansett’s demise. Virgin Blue brought with it
the promise of low-priced domestic air travel. JetStar entered as Qantas’s fighting brand in 2003 and
Virgin vacated the budget air travel segment, intent on targeting mid-priced business travel.
Tiger Air came into Australia as a truly budget offering, backed by Singapore Airlines in 2007. Since
then it has only been able to capture between 1% and 5% of the available market.

Australian Airline Industry Life Cycle
Tiger entered a very mature market. However, Virgin Blue had revitalised the low-price end of the
market in the early part of the 21st century and at the time of Tiger’s entry, JetStar was successfully
delivering the low-cost/low-price model.
Tiger Airways’ model in South East Asia had been to capture a relatively small, but viable percentage
of the budget market – around 5%. In South East Asia this represented around 5.7mil passenger seat
utilisations per annum, plus air freight. In Australia, the same percentage of the same sector
represents 5.3mil passenger seat utilisations per year. The big difference between the markets is the
geography. Tiger’s most frequently serviced routes in South East Asia tend to be centred around the
Singapore-Thailand-Malaysia triangle. These routes are shorter with quicker turnaround, such that
aircraft can carry passengers, off-load them then carry a new plane load of fares, relatively quickly.
This generates good turnover with comparatively low variable costs. In Australia, by contrast, the
routes tend to be longer, turnarounds slower and so variable costs increase. Tiger was flying routes
15

www.qantas.com.au/infodetail/about/investors/Citi_GSJB_Presentation.pdf page 2.

like Sydney-Perth, Melbourne-Darwin, or Launceston-Darwin. This means that in the Australian
market Tiger has had to engage in one of three strategies: (i) aggressively pursue a larger
percentage, (ii) aggressively cut costs and services even further to improve profitability, or (iii)
withdraw from the market. A fourth more difficult strategy might be to pursue a combination of (i)
and (ii). However, both (i) and (ii) have proven difficult to achieve for Tiger in the Australian market,
so combining them could actually prove fatal with (iii) being the ultimate outcome anyway.
Tiger seems to have reacted to the challenges of the Australian market by pursuing option two. The
airline has a cost-leader strategy in South East Asia and has by-and-large simply transplanted that
business model into Australia.
On passenger numbers, Tiger is ranked number 8 out of 10 low-cost carriers in South East Asia and is
in an ongoing profitable position moving around 5.7 million passengers a year. In Australia it is
ranked number 4 from 4, is in a precarious position in terms of ongoing viability, and is at the
bottom of the Australian Airline industry on almost every meaningful parameter.
Comparing consumer perceptions of various airline offerings:
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Assessment of LCC product attributes
Tiger’s low ranking in terms of market perception is not being off-set by the low price of its tickets in
the collective mind of the Australian travelling public. Consequently, Tiger is finding itself unable to
attract sufficient numbers of passengers to create sustained profitability. Three of the last five
annual results have produced losses for Tiger Airways in Australia. 2012 is predicted to also produce
a loss as a result of the CASA grounding of the airline for 6 weeks in the middle of 2011.

Appendix 3A: Industry PESTEL Analysis
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Political
The liberalised policy environment has
favoured new entrants
Domestic airline industry is largely
deregulated, Australia’s international
airline industry remains regulated
Increase focus on safety via CASA
Ongoing focus on improving and
upgrading national highway
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Social
The labour market is tight, especially in
skilled fields
Industrialization and technology have
raised educational level
Organisations are faced with the
challenge of bridging between
generations
Gen Y emphasis on conspicuous
consumption
Baby Boomers have certain levels of
service expectation
Education of general public on service
quality and consumer rights
Environmental
Government and community concern
over carbon footprint and noise
pollution from domestic airline
operations
Moves to bio-fuels

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Economic
Impact of increased fuel prices
Erosion of domestic disposable income
Strong $AUD dampening in-bound
tourism
Dampened general consumer confidence
& spending in non-mining sectors
Downward pressure on domestic airfares
Overall domestic travel growth projected
to increase from 1,7% in 2011 to 5.3%
2012 and 4.9% 2013
Increase demand from resources sector
Impact of GFC & Europe crisis on parent
companies exposed to international
factors
Technological
Constant need to improve technology to
keep pace with ever-increasing customer
expectations
New and large airplane designs enable
better economics of scale
Visibility of high speed on the east coast
Bio-fuel as a potential alternative to
AVGAS
Improved fuel efficiency aircraft design
Services dividends though IT programs
focused on scheduling luggage services,
ticketing and customer intimacy
Legal
Carbon tax impact estimated at $930B
over 4 years
62% of CASA funding via fuel levy and
member costs
Application of Australian commercial
competition law to aviation industry

Table 2: LCC Industry PESTEL Analysis
CASA: Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Avgas (aviation gasoline, also known as aviation spirit in the UK) is an aviation fuel used to power pistonengine aircraft. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avgas)

Tiger entered the Australian market on the back of liberalised airline ownership legislation and
Virgin’s marketing moves away from budget travel. Tiger saw these two new conditions as
opportunities to capture a profitable portion of the low-price holiday travel market, as they had
done in South East Asia.

Australia also looked like an attractive market with a strong economy, in many ways insulated from
economic fluctuations in other parts of the world.
The above PESTEL analysis does highlight however, a number of warning signals for Tiger and its
business model:
Political:
The threat of an additional tax through a carbon reduction scheme would inevitably drives
up operating costs and ticket prices, both of which are contrary to Tiger’s business model.
The increased operating costs would also put pressure on Tiger to reduce services and
increase secondary or ‘hidden’ charges to passengers, which is contrary to consumer
expectations in the Australian market.
Economic:
Numerous economic pressures would impact on Tiger’s viability. The historic volatility in fuel
prices should have signalled to the airline that prices would inevitably rise at some stage
impacting the low-cost model and therefore profitability.
The erosion of domestic disposable income and generally dampened consumer confidence
are also part of normal economic cycles. These factors reduce demand for domestic air
travel but also present a marketing opportunity for a cut-price offering as consumers seek
out the best value-for-money travel options.
The upward trend of the Australian dollar reduced in-bound tourism to Australia, affecting
the demand for connective air travel for international visitors.
At the same time, Tiger’s desire to penetrate this new market against a strong incumbent
like JetStar, meant that through both general market forces and Tiger’s own marketing
strategies, there would be strong downward pressure on airfares.
Tiger gambled that it could out-sustain JetStar on highly discounted fares without pushing its
losses into an unmanageable zone.
Social:
Socially, Tiger was confronted in Australia with a general public attitude predicated on the
phenomenon of conspicuous consumption particularly among younger generations, but also
throughout Baby Boomer groupings, who had learned over time, to expect reasonable levels
of service even from budget offerings. The general public in Australia was also becoming
increasingly educated on service quality and consumer advocacy. All these pervasive market
attitudes in comparatively affluent Australia, worked against the Tiger offering. Once the
Australian public had sampled Tiger’s service and found it wanting, there was very little in
the Tiger Airways service that remained attractive to any sizeable segment of the Australian
market. Tiger’s ability to reach a critical mass of loyal users and promoters was severely
hampered by its business model because it did not lend itself to aspirational conspicuous
consumption, nor any appeal to value-for-money service.

Technological:
There is a constant need in all industries to continually improve technology to keep pace
with ever-increasing customer expectations. Technology can also drive down costs in
delivering better services. However, Tiger has generally been using technology to drive
reasons to charge customers extra. For example, the introduction of online booking and
check-in has been used by Tiger as an excuse to charge for at-counter face-to-face booking
and check-in. This works against Tiger attracting a significant portion of the low-price
market: that portion that is less than internet-savvy.
Environmental:
Government and community concern over carbon footprint and noise pollution and other
negative ecological impacts from domestic airline operations has led to increased scrutiny
and additional compliance costs for the industry.
Legal:
Tiger would struggle to come to terms with Australia’s stricter aviation regulations and
corporate law, something they were not used to in South East Asia. Areas of greatest
concern were in centred on low altitude flying, pilot training, maintenance of aircraft and
corporate regulations concerning promotional pricing.
In retrospect, it seems Tiger entered the Australian market without putting in place any effective
contingency strategies for these negative PESTEL factors.

Appendix 4: LCC Business Conditions prior to Tiger entry

The above market growth graph shows the upward trend of the sector immediately prior to Tiger
entering the Australian market. As can be seen, the South East Asian trend, in which Tiger was
operating, was experiencing strong growth. Tiger was a viable part of that growth. The Oceania
region, of which Australia is a part, was also experiencing growth, albeit slower than Asia. This
growth in Australia was mainly due to the marketing activity of Virgin Blue and Jetstar over this
period. The large percentage of growth had already occurred in the LCC sector before Tiger entered
Australia. However, from Tiger’s perspective, the Australian market looked very attractive when
assessing growth figures up to 2005.

Appendix 5: Possible sources of Competitive Advantage in airline industry
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Appendix 6: Airline operating expenses

Typical Airline Operating Expenses
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Appendix 7: Generic Business Model applied to Tiger Airways

Generic Business Model – Osterwalder & Pigneaux Business Model Generation 2010.

Appendix 8: Timeline of Tiger’s entry into Australian market

Appendix 9: Porter’s Nine Forces

Appendix 10: Income figures impacting on Domestic air travel

Disposable income of target consumers in Australia – source: Joye (2011)

Appendix 11: airline KPI graphs: on-time running & cancellations

*
Preliminary 2011 figure show Tiger Airways on-time running figures have drastically reduced and their cancellations
have dramatically increased. Exacerbating Tiger’s figures for 2011 is the ruling by CASA to ground the airline for
around 2 months mid-year. This resulted in blanket cancellations and the quiet retiring of some routes by Tiger,
while the grounding was in force. See: www.news.com.au/tiger-airways-worst-on-time-airline/story-e6frfq801226007527254 Graphs derived from: BITRE 2008, 2009, 2010 On-time Performance Report

Appendix 12: Domestic air travel market growth

Source: Domestic Airline Annual Summary 1944 to 2010, by Pavlovic Nebojsa

Appendix 13: JetStar Vs Tiger – a comparison

Service offering
Market presence
Adherence to regulation

Heritage factors

Culturally-appropriate
marketing

Jetstar
Low-med.
Positive Med
Large advance
Large fleet
Cognisant of regulation
importance

Attachment to Qantas – trust
and heritage attachment with
Australian public
Magda Szubanski character,
‘Julie from JetStar’
resonated with target market
Logo neutral to positive

Business model outcomes

Low costs based by Qantas
infrastructure
Virgin marketing

Tiger
Low-poor
Negative sampling
¼ of flights of Jetstar
History of less strict
application of regulations in
S.E. Asia compared to
Australia operation
No emotional attachment to
Australian market
No Australian ownership
Virtually no mass marketing

Tiger Logo:
For S E Asia – symbol of
strength and national pride.
For Australia – large, scary
wild animal. Instils fear
Budget without emotional
attachment
Highly competitive market:
2 airlines

Appendix 14: Comparison of marketing strategies – Jetstar and Tiger

Julie from JetStar – played by much loved Australian actress, Magda Szubanski

Tiger promotional banner

